Guide for Integrated Planning in Africa

to mainstream the SDGs, AU Agenda 2063, Climate Change/NDCs and DRR

DECADE OF ACTION
The World We Want

A better and more sustainable future for all.
The World We Have

African countries face a number of development challenges on the path to sustainable development
The World We Get

These challenges will be exacerbated and our choice of potential solutions constrained by climate change.
How can we integrate these visions into our NDPs?

SDGs
AU Agenda 2063
Paris Agreement
Sendai Framework
But how do you embed these frameworks into our national development process and harmonize progress assessment and reporting in a seamless manner?
Key issues for consideration

- Effective implementation of the agendas and commitments requires understanding horizontal and vertical coherence

- **Horizontal coherence:** do the multiple international agendas speak to each other? How? Where are the linkages?

- **Vertical coherence:** do the international agendas speak to the national and subnational priorities? Aligned?

- **Internal coherence:** Are the goals targets and indicators of the NDP interlinked and mutually reinforcing? How do these linkages align with our international commitments?

- **Prioritization:** where can catalytic interventions have the most impact?
Towards the World We Want

The Traditional National Development Plan

New Generation of Integrated National Development Plan
Guide for Integrated Planning in Africa

IPRT

Module 1: Prep

Module 3: Context Analysis

Module 4: Forward-looking integrated analysis

Module 2: Vision

Module 5: Strategic Plan

Module 6: Operational Plan

Module 7: Health Check

The World We Have

The World We Want